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spectroscopy of H 2D¿ and D2H¿
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Transitions to overtone 2n2 and 2n3 , and combinationn21n3 vibrations in jet-cooled H2D1 and
D2H1 molecular ions have been measured for the first time by high-resolution IR spectroscopy. The
source of these ions is a pulsed slit jet supersonic discharge, which allows for efficient generation,
rotational cooling, and high frequency~100 KHz! concentration modulation for detection via
sensitive lock-in detection methods. Isotopic substitution and high-resolution overtone spectroscopy
in this fundamental molecular ion permit a systematic, first principles investigation of Born–
Oppenheimer ‘‘breakdown’’ effects due to large amplitude vibrational motion as well as provide
rigorous tests of approximate theoretical methods beyond the Born–Oppenheimer level. The
observed overtone transitions are in remarkably good agreement~,0.1 cm21! with non-Born–
Oppenheimerab initio theoretical predictions, with small but systematic deviations for 2n2 , n2

1n3 , and 2n3 excited states indicating directions for further improvement in such treatments.
Spectroscopic assignment and analysis of the isotopomeric transitions reveals strong Coriolis
mixing between near resonant 2n3 and n21n3 vibrations in D2H1. Population-independent line
intensity ratios for transitions from common lower states indicate excellent overall agreement with
theoretical predictions for D2H1, but with statistically significant discrepancies noted for H2D1.
Finally, H2D1 versus D2H1 isotopomer populations are analyzed as a function of D2 /H2 mixing
ratio and can be well described by steady state kinetics in the slit discharge expansion. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1458244#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Protonated molecular hydrogen, H3
1, is arguably the

most fundamental molecular ion, playing a central role in
wide range of chemistry, physics, and astronomy.1 At the
theoretical level, this simplest of polyatomic molecules~i.e.,
three H nuclei and two electrons! has served as a benchma
system for development of high accuracyab initio methods,
especially as a prototype of treatment of 2e2 three-center
bonding. In addition to its fundamental theoretical ch
lenges, the H3

1 ion is also of significant experimental re
evance, since it is readily formed via ion–molecule react
of molecular hydrogen with H2

1,

H2
11H2→H3

11H. ~1!

As a result, H3
1 plays a key role in environments whe

molecular hydrogen gas is ionized, specifically in molecu
hydrogen dominated plasmas. Since hydrogen is by far
most abundant element in the universe, with molecular
drogen dominating in the cool regions, formation of H3

1

ions is therefore expected to be of ubiquitous astrophys

a!Permanent address: Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of
ence, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia.
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significance. Indeed, H3
1 has already been detected in th

atmospheres of planets2–4 and discovered both in molecula
clouds5–7 as well as the diffuse interstellar medium.8,9

As a consequence of such broad scientific interest,
H3

1 ion and its isotopomers have represented ongoing
gets of extensive experimental and theoretical effort.10–15

The laboratory spectrum of H3
1 ion was first measured in

1980 by Oka,16 followed by spectroscopic studies o
fundamental,17,18overtone,19,20and vibrational hot bands.21 It
is worth noting that even partially deuterated isotopomers
H3

1 can also be of astrophysical importance, despite the
that the cosmic abundance of deuterium is generally
cepted to be only'1025 of that of hydrogen. This is becaus
exothermicities of H/D exchange reactions are driven
zero-point vibrational effects, which therefore strongly fav
D versus H atom incorporation. Particularly in cold interst
lar regions, this can lead to greatly enhanced isotopic fr
tionation effects which has led to recent detection22 of ortho
H2D1 via telescopes operating in the submillimeter regio
This has in turn stimulated laboratory interest in these p
tially deuterated molecule ions. For example, the fundam
tal vibrational bands have also been observed and anal
for both H2D1 ions23,24 and D2H1 ions.25,26 Due to lower

ci-
6 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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populations and weak transition strengths, however, it
proven challenging to extend such isotopomer studies
the overtone region, despite the need for such efforts to g
astronomical observations. As the primary thrust of t
work, overtone/combination band transitions for these p
tially deuterated isotopomers are reported for the first tim
using the high-resolution IR spectroscopy combined w
concentration modulated slit discharge techniques to ach
the requisite sensitivity levels.

In addition to astrophysical importance, there are ot
compelling reasons for fundamental spectroscopic intere
these isotopomers. Though a reasonably accurate descri
of two-electron bonding in H3

1 and isotopomers is availabl
from conventional electronic structure calculations, the le
of effort required to match experimental observation to sp
troscopic accuracy is far from trivial. Specifically, larg
amplitude motion of the H/D nuclei leads to considera
complications and challenges in the nuclear dynamics
this light three-atom system. Indeed, Tennyson a
co-workers27,28 have clearly shown that a large contributio
to error in the ab initio determination of H3

1 rotation–
vibration state energies arises from the breakdown of
fundamental Born–Oppenheimer approximation, i.e., su
ciently rapid electronic motion on the time scale of nucle
displacements to justify the concept of a potential ene
surface~PES!. In fact, the magnitude of such effects for H3

1

and isotopomers is on the order of several cm21 even for
fundamental vibration/rotation levels; this is already 103-fold
in excess of high-resolution Doppler limited spectrosco
uncertainties and predicted to increase further with overt
excitation. The existence of such non-Born–Oppenheim
effects undermines the simple yet virtually universal pictu
of nuclear dynamics occurring on a well defined, isotopica
invariant potential surface. Detailed overtone studies
asymmetrically substituted isotopomers such as H2D1 and
D2H1 are likely to prove especially enlightening, since the
ions require additional non-Born–Oppenheimer correction29

that are absent in the more symmetric H3
1 and D3

1.
Exact rovibrational solution of H3

1 and isotopomers as
full five-particle system remains an unsolved challenge. N
ertheless, progress in these directions has been extre
promising based on approximate three particle variatio
calculations with suitably modified potentials and effecti
non-Born–Oppenheimer kinetic energy terms in t
Hamiltonian.30 A twin track approach has been adopted, w
initial studies improvingab initio estimates of both the
Born–Oppenheimer potential and the adiabatic correc
using previously observed spectroscopic data and more
cent studies modeling these using an entirelyab initio
procedure.30 Indeed, predictions based on thisab initio pro-
cedure now reproduce existing experimental data for H3

1 to
nearly spectroscopic levels of precision,30 i.e., within a few
hundredths of a cm21. By virtue of the additional non-Born–
Oppenheimer terms in the Hamiltonian, a particularly str
gent test is provided by the asymmetrically substituted i
topomers, which to date have not been observed beyond
fundamental manifold.

This motivates the current high-resolution overtone st
ies of the H2D1 and D2H1 species, which form the centra
Downloaded 22 Apr 2002 to 128.40.5.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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thrust of this paper. Our approach can be simply stated
successfully obtain these spectra, slit jet discharge meth
have been modified to ‘‘synthesize’’ high densities of pa
tially deuterated molecular ions, in a jet-cooled configurat
suitable for direct absorption IR laser spectroscopy at
shot noise limit. State-of-the-art non-Born–Oppenheim
theoretical predictions are then used to expedite hi
resolution searches for overtone stretching/bending rovib
tional 2n2 , 2n3 , andn21n3 transitions in both H2D1 and
D2H1. Measured line positions and intensities are then co
pared with theoretical predictions, permitting a rigoro
evaluation of such non-Born–Oppenheimer models at h
internal energies and as a systematic function of isoto
meric composition.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section
presents a brief description of the experimental appara
with particular emphasis on the slit discharge source
recently implemented concentration modulation techniq
for study of jet-cooled ions. The spectroscopic results
presented in Sec. III, followed by detailed comparison w
theoretical predictions from non-Born–Oppenheimer mo
calculations. Section IV presents a spectroscopic assignm
highlighting the significant role of Coriolis interaction, fo
lowed in Sec. V by analysis of line intensities and ion sta
populations. Section VI presents a steady state kinetic mo
that successfully accounts for observed H2D1 versus D2H1

ion concentrations as a function of H2 /D2 mixing ratio,
which when coupled with nuclear spin conservation rul
provides a preliminary basis for interpretation of ortho ve
sus para populations. Section VII summarizes and conclu
the paper.

II. EXPERIMENT

The present studies have been performed with
near-IR high-resolution spectrometer and a pulsed, slit su
sonic discharge source,31,32 for which the concentration
modulation technique has been recently implemented.33 The
narrow band~<1 MHz! infrared light is produced via cw
nonlinear difference frequency mixing of visible, sing
mode Ar1 ~488 or 514.5 nm! and dye~R6G! lasers in a
temperature controlled LiNbO3 crystal34 and split into refer-
ence and signal beams. The IR power on the reference b
is monitored with a photovoltaic, liquid N2 cooled InSb in-
frared detector. The signal beam is multipassed 16 times
a Herriot cell through the modulated 4 cm long slit jet sup
sonic discharge and then focused onto a matched InSb d
tor. The signal and reference beams are then subtracte
eliminate common mode noise from Ar1/dye laser fluctua-
tions, resulting in a typical detection sensitivity o
1026 Hz21/2, or '1024 minimum absorbance in a 10 kH
detection bandwidth. This is already close to the shot no
limit, but can be further improved by high frequency conce
tration modulation methods, as described below.

The pulsed, slit supersonic discharge source can gene
significant densities (typically.1010/cm3) of supersonically
cooled molecular ions.31 By switching the current through
the discharge at 100 KHz, concentration modulati
methods33,35 can be employed to effectively discrimina
against absorption signals from precursor species prese
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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orders of magnitude greater abundance. The implementa
of lock-in detection at these high frequencies also provi
additional noise discrimination, resulting in a detection s
sitivity of about 431027 Hz21/2. In a 3 KHz detection band
width, this corresponds to'231025 minimum absorbance
per pulse, as previously demonstrated for H3

1 ions.33 This
improvement in detection sensitivity proves to be crucial
the present experiment, where absorbances below 531025

are routinely measured.
Figure 1 shows sample data scans over isolated rovi

tional lines, demonstrating roughly the dynamic range of
sorbances andS/N ratios for the strongest and weakest tra
sitions observed in H2D1 and D2H1 ions. Note that peak
absorbances are on the order 431025 for the weakest lines
Center frequencies are obtained by least-squares fittin
Gaussian to the Doppler profiles. Relative frequencies
measured to better than'0.0001 cm21 by monitoring dye
laser transmission fringes through a stabilized Fabry–P
optical transfer cavity,36 to which the Ar1 laser is servo loop
locked as well. Absolute frequency calibration is achieved
referencing spectra37 to theR(0) line of HF at 4000.989 19
cm21, which is known to an accuracy better than
31024 cm21.

The ions are formed in the discharge by adiabatica
co-expanding a mixture of deuterium and hydrogen a
backing pressure of 300 Torr through the pulsed expan
slit (300mm34 cm). The discharge current for optimum io

FIG. 1. Examples of overtone (2n3) and combination band (n21n3) ab-
sorption lines for H2D1 and D2H1 ions. Strongest and weakest absorpti
lines are shown to demonstrate theS/N dynamic range. Gaussian profile
are fitted through the experimental lines.
Downloaded 22 Apr 2002 to 128.40.5.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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intensities is approximately 2 A, with D2 and H2 mole frac-
tions varied to achieve maximum production efficiency f
either H2D1 or D2H1 ion. Figure 2 shows the populations o
the lowest ortho and para states of H2D1 and D2H1 ions as
a function of the relative D2 partial pressure, measured fo
four fundamental transitions. Note that absolute absorban
are measured, which from calculated transition strengths
mits absolutepopulations of ions per quantum state to
reported. Although we defer kinetic interpretation of the
curves until later in the discussion section, the optimum c
ditions for production of H2D1 ions are achieved with abou
a 10% mixture of D2 in H2 , while for production of D2H1

ions the partial pressure of D2 has to be increased to abo
20%. In the previous studies of H2D1 or D2H1 the optimum
conditions for production of these ions were at somew
higher D2 concentrations of approximately 20% for th
H2D1 and 50% for the D2H1 production.23,25 This observa-
tion is qualitatively consistent with the significantly lowe
rotational temperatures@Trot'71(6) K# obtained in the
present experiment compared to approximately 200 K
150 K in previous studies.23,25 as will be discussed in more
detail in Sec. V. These data also permit relative populati
of the jet-cooled nuclear spin manifolds to be determin
directly, as indicated by the excellent agreement betw
suitably scaled versions of the ortho and para manifolds
both H2D1 and D2H1 ~see Fig. 2!.

Rotational temperatures ofTrot'71(6) K are character-
ized from Boltzmann plots, as shown in Fig. 3. These are
fact substantially higher than typically achieved in the slit
discharge (Trot'10– 30 K), due to the use of a predom
nantly H2 expansion to maximize production of H2D1 or
D2H1 ions. This avoids proton transfer loss to monatom
carrier gases such as Ar, although at the expense of
efficient rotational cooling with the light diatomic molecu
diluent.

Theoretical calculations predict not only the line po

FIG. 2. PopulationsN of the lowest ortho~full symbols! and para~open
symbols! states of H2D1 ~triangles! and D2H1 ~circles! ions as a function of
the relative D2 concentration in the expansion. Populations are obtai
from n1 fundamental excitation on 212←111 (101←000) for ortho ~para!
H2D1 and 111←000 (212←101) for ortho ~para! D2H1. The lowest H2D1

para state (000) population is scaled by fivefold to match the population
the lowest ortho state 111 . Similarly, the lowest D2H1 para state (101)
population is scaled by'1.5 to match the lowest ortho state 000 .
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tions for H2D1 and D2H1 transitions, but also the line
strengths. The line intensity measurements presented b
confirm the reliability of these theoretical predictions, whi
can thus be used to estimateabsolutestate populations from
measured integrated line absorbances. The experimental
populations so obtained are plotted as a function of the in
state internal energy in Boltzmann plots. In Fig. 3, two s
of populations for ortho states~full circles! and para states
~open circles! are shown for the D2H1 ion, both fit to a
rotational temperature of 71~6! K. The excellent agreemen
in Boltzmann slopes suggests that the ion rotational temp
tures achieve thermal equilibrium in spite of the large asy
metric rotor spacings and less efficient cooling in diatom
hydrogen. This rotational temperature is also in good ag
ment with the translational temperature@T'61(5) K# mea-
sured along the laser beam via high-resolution Doppler li
width analysis.

III. RESULTS: NON-BORN–OPPENHEIMER EFFECTS

Initial frequency and intensity predictions for these stu
ies are based on the non-Born–Oppenheimer potential
Dinelli et al.,29 which had been refined using spectrosco
data available at the time. Intensities were calculated us
the dipole surface of Ro¨hseet al.38 During the analysis of the
present data, however, newab initio frequency predictions
were made. Although a detailed description of these n
Born–Oppenheimer calculations is addressed elsewhe30

the essential ideas can be quickly summarized. These ca
lations start with high accuracyab initio electronic structure
efforts@Vab initio(Q)# augmented with relativistic correction
@Vrel(Q)# to yield a state-of-the art Born–Oppenheim
surface,39 i.e., VBO(Q)5Vab initio(Q)1Vrel(Q), which is
then further modified to model mass dependent non-Bo

FIG. 3. Boltzmann plots as a function of initial state internal energy for
D2H1 ion. Full circles correspond to ortho states and open circles to p
states. Both sets of data can be well described by a rotational temper
Trot571(6) K.
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Oppenheimer effects. First of all, the so-called ‘‘adiabat
or diagonal corrections to the Born–Oppenheimer poten
surface are included, which yield

V~Q!5VBO~Q!1
1

mS DVad
S ~Q!1

1

mA DVad
A ~Q!. ~2!

The DVS
ad(Q) symmetric adiabatic term is the only nonv

nishing term forsymmetric isotopomers~e.g., D3
1,H3

1!,
with a mass factor of (ms)215( i1/mi . Conversely, for
asymmetricallysubstituted ions such as D2H1 and H2D1,
there is an additional correction term,DVA

ad(Q), with
(mA)2151/ma21/mb , wherema andmb refer to the unique
versus doubly present H/D atoms, respectively.

However, modifying the potential surface with mass d
pendent terms is not sufficient. In order to implement t
approximate non-Born–Oppenheimer model, the kinetic
ergy operator is also rewritten in a form that explicitly allow
different masses for rotational and vibrational motion.
supported by detailed studies of diatomic non-Bor
Oppenheimer effects for H2 and H2

1 by Bunker and
Moss,40,41 the rotational masses in the kinetic energy ope
tor are taken to be the exactnuclearmasses of the various H
versus D isotopes~i.e., excluding the electron mass!. The
effective vibrational mass for each isotope is similarly o
tained from the H2 and H2

1 results of Moss,42,43which yield
mH , mD values intermediate between a bare nucleus and
atomic mass. Nonadiabatic effects are then incorporated
solving for eigenvalues of this non-Born–Oppenheimer c
rected potential and kinetic energy operator Hamilton
with variational calculations. Numerical convergence
these calculations is better than 0.005 cm21, i.e., safely be-
yond the limits due to either experiment uncertainty or
sidual non-Born–Oppenheimer contributions unaccoun
for in the present model.

The spectral search for overtone rovibrational transitio
in H/D substituted H3

1 reveals 16 lines of D2H1 and 8 lines
of H2D1 ions @see Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!#, greatly accelerated
by theoretical predictions. Indeed, all measured lines
found near to the predicted position~see Tables I and II!,
effectively eliminating long spectral searches for each
with sparse transitions extending over'300 cm21. The the-
oretical calculations also yield transition strengths, which
low the scans to concentrate on lines with intensities p
dicted above experimental sensitivity limits. Attempts
observe several transitions with intensities below these lim
yield negative results, confirming the qualitative reliability
the theoretical predictions. Figure 5 shows a sample s
region, which reveals two close transitions of D2H1 ion to-
gether with the predicted positions indicated by the arro
Each transition in the present data set has been scanne
peatedly~3 to 9 times! to confirm both relative frequencie
and intensities. Intensity data measured over multiple day
experimentation are normalized to multiple reference pea

Tables I and II summarize the line positions for D2H1

and H2D1 ion, respectively. As the primary interest in the
H2D1 and D2H1 species relates to rigorous high-resoluti
tests of non-Born–Oppenheimer effects, we defer discus
of the spectral assignment and analysis until later in the
cussion and instead focus on comparison between theory

e
ra
ure
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6150 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 14, 8 April 2002 Fárnı́k et al.
experiment. Also listed in Tables I and II are the deviatio
between the experimentally measured line positions and
spectral predictions reflecting semiempirical andab initio
treatment of non-Born–Oppenheimer effects. The seco
more accurate set of predictions is based on the use o
ultrahigh accuracyab initio1relativistic potential surface,39

FIG. 4. Overview of jet-cooled overtone (2n2,2n3) and combination (n2

1n3) band spectra for D2H1 ~a! and H2D1 ~b!.
Downloaded 22 Apr 2002 to 128.40.5.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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including both symmetric and asymmetric ‘‘adiabatic’’ co
rections toV(Q) as well as explicit non-Born–Oppenheim
kinetic energy operator terms.

The data indicate several interesting trends. First of
there is an overall remarkable level of agreement betw
theory and experimental results, with maximal discrepanc
of only '0.2 cm21 for the semiempirical and less than 0
cm21 for theab initio predictions. In fact, the majority of the
predicted frequencies are within 0.04 cm21 of the experi-
mental data. By way of example, sample data and theore
predictions are shown in Fig. 5 for two overtone transitio
in the 2n3 manifold of D2H1, where the arrows below
~above! the frequency axis refer to the semiempirical~ab
initio! set of predictions, respectively. Indeed, the second
of fully ab initio predictions shows roughly an addition
order of magnitude increase in accuracy, with a typical p
diction error of '0.05 cm21 and in line with previous
studies.30 Although still significantly outside the range of ex
perimental uncertainties~'0.001 cm21!, these results should
be compared with intrinsic non-Born–Oppenheimer corr
tion terms on the order of'several cm21. This confirms that
the non-Born–Oppenheimer models employed are achie
near spectroscopic levels of accuracy, even for overtone t
sitions in the asymmetrically substituted isotopomers.

Second, the deviations between semiempirical pred
tions and experiment exhibit a systematic dependence on
molecular vibrations involved. For H2D1, for example, the
deviations are all positive~'0.14 cm21! for 2n2 , negative
~'20.15 cm21! for 2n3 , and close to zero~'60.021 cm21!
for the combination bandn21n3 . For D2H1, the non-Born–
Oppenheimer effects reverse, as might be expected from
inverted nature of the isotopically substituted D versus
atoms. For example, the discrepancies are systematic
negative~'20.04 cm21! for 2n2 . The corresponding non
TABLE I. Observedlexp line positions and their deviationsd5lexp2lcalc from calculated valueslcalc for
D2H1.

Ortho/para Vibration J8Ka8Kc8
←J9Ka9Kc9

Wave number@cm21#

lexp d a d b

p 2n2 110←101 3846.7864~43! 20.040 20.023
o 2n2 202←111 3860.6596~30! 20.039 20.017
o 2n2 111←000 3871.3773~13! 20.046 20.030
p 2n2 212←101 3887.0520~21! 20.039 20.017

o 2n3 000←111 3993.5179~9! 0.207 20.033
p 2n3 110←101 4066.1576~9! 0.204 20.046
p 2n3 101←110 4000.4940~8! 0.127 20.034
o 2n3 202←111 4047.8403~4! 0.130 0.002
o 2n3 111←000 4062.8893~2! 0.083 20.044
p 2n3 212←101 4062.9832~5! 0.087 20.032

o n21n3 110←211 3982.7480~41! 20.075 20.003
p n21n3 000←101 4025.8734~14! 20.075 20.023
o n21n3 110←111 4069.8581~8! 20.075 20.033
p n21n3 111←212 4020.5342~27! 0.005 20.040
p n21n3 211←110 4121.7757~9! 0.026 20.035
o n21n3 101←202 4021.2350~9! 0.050 20.042

aCalculated line positionlcalc using spectroscopically determined potentials.
blcalc from ab initio calculations.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Downloaded 22 
TABLE II. Observedlexp line positions and their deviationsd5lexp2lcalc from calculated valueslcalc for
H2D1.

Ortho/para Vibration J8Ka8Kc8
←J9Ka9Kc9

Wave number@cm21#

lexp d a d b

o 2n2 111←110 4271.0174~11! 0.142 20.078
o 2n2 110←111 4301.6315~17! 0.138 20.089
o 2n2 212←111 4352.3589~7! 0.141 20.071
o 2n2 211←110 4394.3288~11! 0.129 20.082
o 2n3

111←212 4538.4054~24! 20.149 0.034
o n21n3 101←110 4422.7188~4! 0.021 0.013
o n21n3 202←111 4495.8809~11! 20.007 0.037
p n21n3 111←000 4512.5665~11! 0.016 0.013

aCalculated line positionlcalc using spectroscopically determined potentials.
blcalc from ab initio calculations.
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Born–Oppenheimer effects for 2n3 and n21n3 vibrations
are more difficult to infer, as the predictions are also infl
enced by strongC axis Coriolis coupling between the tw
near resonant manifolds. However, if only transitions to
Coriolis unperturbed states~J8K

a8K
c8
5000 and 110! are consid-

ered, deviations for 2n3 are consistently positive~'10.2
cm21!, whereas then21n3 band yields discrepancies clos
to zero~' 20.075 cm21!. These reflect vibrational and iso
topic trends that are not completely accounted for in what
effectively extrapolations of the fits of Dinelliet al.29 Con-
versely, theab initio predictions yield a significant improve
ment in precision modeling of non-Born–Oppenheimer
teractions. Now the agreement between theory
experiment is improved to'0.03–0.04 cm21, which cap-
tures all rovibrationally non-Born–Oppenheimer effects
nearly spectroscopic levels of accuracy. These results d
onstrate that theab initio calculations extrapolate to new
spectral regions much more reliably than results based
high quality fits to previously observed spectra. The inform
tion gained in these experiments will be used to further re
theoretical models of non-Born–Oppenheimer effects.44

FIG. 5. An experimental scan over two lines corresponding to 2n3 111

←000 and 212←101 transitions in D2H1 ion. Full and open arrows indicate
theoretical predictions based on semiempirical andab initio non-Born–
Oppenheimer model treatments, respectively. See text for more details
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IV. SPECTRAL ASSIGNMENT AND ANALYSIS:
CORIOLIS INTERACTIONS

Though a primary impetus for the present work has be
an experimental test of theab initio non-Born–Oppenheime
calculations, these spectra presented herein also reflect
high-resolution data on H2D1 and D2H1 in the overtone and
combination band region. Due to large rotational consta
and efficient cooling in the slit jet discharge, the spectra
extremely sparse, with only the very lowest energies~J
50,1, and a fewJ52 levels! populated sufficiently to detect
and no internal combination differences for independ
spectroscopic confirmation of a given assignment. Furth
more, due to the exclusive presence of light H/D atoms in
ions, these overtone/combination band vibrations corresp
to large amplitude motion, which leads to anomalou
strong vibration/rotation mixing effects. On the other han
the theoretical predictions specify the two good quant
numbers: rotational stateJ and nuclear spin symmetr
~ortho/para!. Thus zero order assignment of these bands
JKaKc

rovibrational transitions is relatively straightforwar
for less perturbed vibrational states such as 2n2 of D2H1,
whose energy levels can therefore be adequately describe
a rigid asymmetric top. However, this situation becom
more complicated for the 2n3 andn21n3 modes, which are
near resonant with each other and therefore exhibit str
Coriolis mixing effects described below.

Both the H2D1 and D2H1 ions belong to theC2v sym-
metry group and the three normal vibrational modes: a sy
metric ‘‘breathing’’ moden1 , a bending moden2 , and an
asymmetric stretchn3 , with symmetries ofA1 , A1 , andB2 ,
respectively. Thus by standard group theoretical analy
both the 2n2 and 2n3 overtone states~eachA1! can interact
with then21n3 combination band vibration (B2) via C-axis
Coriolis coupling, yielding selection rules ofDJ50, DKa

5odd, andDKc5even. This implies that 000 and 110 states
are unperturbed, whereas each of the (101,111), (211,221),
and (202,212,220) states can form strongly Coriolis couple
pairs and triplets. To facilitate spectroscopic assignmen
individual transitions in D2H1 and H2D1 ions, the mol-
ecules are therefore approximated as rigid asymmetric
with Coriolis coupling included via two~or three! state per-
turbation theory. The rigid asymmetric top molecular co
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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stantsA, B, andC for overtone and combination vibration
can be estimated by linear extrapolation from

Xn1 ,n2 ,n3
5Xe2Sa i~n i11/2!, ~3!

whereX stands forA, B, andC; the equilibrium constantXe

and coefficientsa i can be evaluated from the ground sta
and the first excited state constants for each molecular
and vibration.24,26 Zero order deperturbed energy levels f
the Coriolis coupled states are then estimated from sim
rigid top formula and predicted band origins. The rotation
dependence ofC-axis coupling matrix elements is diagon
in K and therefore'gKc for a near oblate symmetric top
whereg depends only on the vibrational states and theref
is approximately the same for each Coriolis pair or tripl
With least-squares selection ofg, this permits term values fo
each of the Coriolis coupled states to be predicted fr
simple 232 or 333 matrix diagonalization.

The predictions for D2H1 are shown in Fig. 6 and fully
support the Coriolis analysis presented above. The zero o
asymmetric top energy levels~dashed lines! are strongly
shifted by C-axis Coriolis coupling~arrows! into excellent
agreement with the experimentally observed and theo
cally predicted term values~full lines!. Note that the magni-
tude of the coupling (g'30 cm21) is greater than the differ
ence in band origins (Dn0'18 cm21) and indeed ‘‘inverts’’
the zero order asymmetric top level structure in several
table instances~e.g., in n21n3 , E212

.E202
.E211

and in

FIG. 6. Predicted term values for D2H1: the zero order asymmetric top
energy levels~dashed lines! are strongly pushed~solid heavy one-directiona
arrows! by C-axis Coriolis coupling~solid light double-sided arrows! into
excellent agreement with experimentally observed~heavy lines! and theo-
retically predicted term values~light full lines! for 2n3 and n21n3 vibra-
tions. For the 2n2 vibration, which is far off resonance~'200 cm21! with
n21n3 , the experimental and theoretically predicted term values agree
with simple zero-order asymmetric top predictions. Note the offset in
quency axis for 2n2 ~left!, and 2n3 andn21n3 ~right!.
Downloaded 22 Apr 2002 to 128.40.5.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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corresponding 2n3 E110
.E212

.E201
!. This extensive degree

of mixing makes an assignment ofJKaKc
quantum numbers

only approximate, but these labels are nevertheless usef
characterize the predominant parentage in the zero o
states.

For H2D1 ion a similar analysis has been made,
though with fewer transitions measured as a result of
lower ion concentrations. The 2n3 and n21n3 modes are
again strongly Coriolis mixed; the magnitude of the coupli
(g'40 cm21) is comparable to that observed in D2H1,
though with smaller effect due to a much larger difference
band origins ~Dn0'140 cm21 versus 18 cm21!. Only
'10–30 cm21 Coriolis shifts are observed, qualitatively pre
serving the conventional asymmetric top energy level p
tern.

V. LINE STRENGTHS AND STATE POPULATIONS

Absorption based measurements also yield valua
complementary information on lower state populations
line intensities. Although experimental line strengths a
typically determined far less precisely than spectral line
sitions, repeated scans over transitions can be used to
relative line strengths to,10% accuracy. These relativ
overtone versus fundamental line intensities can then
compared to theoretical calculations and thereby provide
dependent assessment of theab initio dipole moment surface
at large amplitude vibrational displacement.

The measured integrated absorbance is given by

A5N0• l •I ~v i f !, ~4!

where N0 is the molecule density in the region andl
564 cm is the total absorption path length. The transit
factor I (v i f )5S03Pi is a product of line strengthS0 and
lower state population~upper state populations are negligib
at these temperatures!

Pi5
QNS•QJ

QR
e2Ei /kTrot, ~5!

whereQNS is the nuclear spin weight factor~QNS53 and 1
for ortho and para states, respectively, in H2D1, and 6 and 3
for ortho and para states, respectively, in D2H1!, QJ5(2J
11) is the rotational degeneracy, andQR is the rotational
partition function. The exponential Boltzmann factor d
pends on the rotational term energyEi and the rotational
temperatureTrot . From substitution ofI (v i f ) into Eq. ~4!,
the population of a given initial stateNi5N0 Pi can be
evaluated from the experimental absorbance and the theo
cally predicted line strengthS0 :

Ni5
A

S0• l
. ~6!

Figure 7 displays populations divided by the rotation
degeneracyNi /(2J11) for various lower rotational state
evaluated from different overtone and fundamental rovib
tional transitions. The key point of this plot is that popul
tions inferred via transitions originating from thesamelower
state should obviously be identical; the degree of agreem
therefore reflects the accuracy with which theoretical cal

ll
-
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FIG. 7. State populations inferred
from different vibrational transitions
for H2D1 and D2H1 ions: ~a! funda-
mental n1 and n3 vibrational transi-
tions for H2D1 ion; ~b! overtone 2n2

and 2n3 , and combinationn21n3 vi-
brational transitions for D2H1 ion; ~c!
fundamentaln1 and combinationn2

1n3 vibrational transitions for H2D1;
and ~d! fundamentaln1 and overtone
2n2 and 2n3 vibrational transitions for
D2H1.
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lations predict the line strengthS0 . One can also isolate an
test the rotational dependence of these rovibrational tra
tions for a given vibrational state. Indeed, the rotational
pendence of both experimental and theoretical line stren
is found to be in relatively good agreement~'20%! with
rigid asymmetric rotor calculations.45 Figure 7 is therefore
restricted to lower state populations evaluated from a se
of vibrational transitions, which in effect focuses on the a
curacy of the dipole moment derivative surface.

Figure 7~a! isolates several pairs of transitions from d
ferent fundamentaln1 and n3 vibrational transitions for the
H2D1 ion. In general, there is very good overall agreem
between rotational populations inferred from each pair. T
greater abundance of 111 and 110 levels with respect to the
lower energy 101 level reflects the higher population ofortho
versuspara states caused by nuclear spin statistics, wh
will be discussed in more detail in the following sectio
Similarly, Fig. 7~b! demonstrates excellent agreement b
tween populations evaluated from different overtone 2n2 and
2n3 , and combinationn21n3 vibrational transitions for the
D2H1 ion. All populations agree within the experimental u
certainty obtained from repeated measurements. This lev
agreement provides good support for the high quality of b
the ab initio surface and dynamical calculations.

On the other hand, significant discrepancies are reve
in populations obtained by comparison between fundame
versus combination@see Fig. 7~c!# and overtone@see Fig.
7~d!# transitions for H2D1 and D2H1 ion, respectively. The
Downloaded 22 Apr 2002 to 128.40.5.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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populations evaluated from combinationn21n3 vibrational
transitions are 40–60 %lower than the corresponding popu
lations evaluated from fundamentaln1 transitions for H2D1

ion in Fig. 7~c!. Conversely, populations evaluated fro
overtone 2n2 and 2n3 vibrational transitions for D2H1 @see
Fig. 7~d!# are approximately 30%higher than those evalu-
ated from fundamentaln1 transitions. It is worth noting tha
populations inferred from these overtone transitions are c
sistent withn21n3 @see Fig. 7~b!#, and thus similar discrep
ancies must also exist between fundamental and combina
band vibrations in D2H1.

This level of disagreement is real and will be the subj
of furtherab initio studies. It is worth noting that the prese
comparison is based on intensities derived from the less
curate semiempirical wave functions and dipole surfac
which have since been superceded.39 Given that the semi-
empirical predictions for eigenfrequencies are still quite
curate, the dipole surface would seem the more plaus
source of such discrepancies. In this regard, the line stre
S0 of a given transition derives from the transition dipo
matrix element̂ C f umuC i&, which is conventionally repre-
sented by a Taylor series expansion of dipole moment der
tives of m(Q):

m~Q!5m~Qe!1(
i

]m

]Qi
•Qi11/2(

i , j

]2m

]Qi]Qj
QiQj

1¯ . ~7!
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Downloaded 22
TABLE III. Ion–molecule reactions, enthalpies, and rate coefficients considered in a plasma chemistry
for the slit expansion discharge ion source.

Reaction
Reaction enthalpyDHa

@cm21#

Reaction rate coefficient
@10210 cm3s21#

T @K# 300b 71c

H2
11D2→D2H11H2 ~i! 2237 k1 10 11

H3
11D2→H2D11HD ~ii ! 2105 k2 2.6 3.5

D2H11H2→H2D11HD ~iii ! 132 k3 5.7 2.4
D2H11D2→D3

11HD ~iv! 2106 k4 5.2 8.7
H2D11H2→H3

11HD ~v! 163 k5 5.3 2.0
H2D11D2→D2H11HD ~vi! 274 k6 6.5 7.0

H2D11D2→D3
11H2 ~vii ! 2238 k7 3.5 7.0

D3
11H2→D2H11HD ~viii ! 164 k8 2.9 1.7

D2H11H2→H3
11D2 ~ix! 237 k21 1.9 0.0

D3
11H2→H2D11D2 ~x! 238 k27 5.3 0.0

aReaction enthalpies calculated using zero-point energies of Carney~Ref. 47! and of Huber and Herzberg~Ref.
48!.

bAll the rate coefficients at 300 K from Ref. 46.
cRate coefficients for exoergic reactions~k1 , k2 , k4 , k6 , andk7! at 71 K taken as reported at 80 K in Ref. 4
strongly endothermic reaction rates~k21 andk27! set to zero,k5 fixed at theoretical value~Ref. 49!, with k3

andk8 least-squares fitted to the experimental data~see text for details!.
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In this approximation, vibrational intensities in the fund
mental bands are dominated by the lowest~i.e., first order!
partial derivatives with respect to each normal mode coo
nate. Intensities in overtone/combination bands are gove
by both first and second order partial derivatives and
therefore more sensitive to deviations in the shape of
dipole moment surface farther from the origin. This provid
at least a plausibility argument for why transition strengt
internally consistent among the fundamental vibrations@Fig.
7~a!# and among the overtone and combination vibratio
@Fig. 7~b!#, could nevertheless result in discrepancies
tween the fundamental and the higher order vibrational e
tations.

As a second observation, the experimentally measu
population ~i.e., transition strength! discrepancies occur in
oppositedirections for H2D1 and D2H1 ions @see Figs. 7~c!
and 7~d!#. For example, when normalized to the overtone a
combination bands, then1 fundamental based population
appear to be overestimated for H2D1 and underestimated fo
D2H1. Without an independent measure of these popu
tions, one cannot uniquely determine whether this is due
an error in the fundamental or overtone/combination ba
transition strengths or both. However, a plausible model
this can be developed from a simple normal mode analy
Specifically, then1 vibration in D2H1 corresponds predomi
nantly to stretching of the ‘‘unique’’~i.e., H! atom with only
minor extension of the ‘‘nonunique’’~i.e., D–D! diatomic
pair. Conversely, this mode description is qualitatively
versed in H2D1, for which n1 largely reflects the symmetri
extension of the nonunique H–H atom pair with only min
mal stretching of the unique D atom. Once account is ta
of shifts in the center of mass, this provides a plausible
planation for the observed discrepancies in fundamental
sus overtone transition strengths and/or inferred populati
For example, if dipole moment derivatives on the surface
overpredicted for radial extension of a single atom ver
symmetric stretching of the diatom pair, this would nice
 Apr 2002 to 128.40.5.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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account for the observed reversal with isotopic substituti
In any event, these results clearly reveal small but finite
rors in higher order dipole surface derivatives, which wou
therefore be a worthwhile target for further theoretical inve
tigation.

VI. ION–MOLECULE REACTIONS AND ORTHO ÕPARA
POPULATION ANALYSIS

These population data provide additional insights in
ion–molecule kinetics of jet-cooled species and ortho–p
interconversion dynamics in the discharge slit expansi
Figure 2 shows the populations of the lowest ortho and p
states of H2D1 and D2H1 ions as a function of the fractiona
D2 concentration in the stagnation region. The populatio
are all obtained from fundamental excitations on followi
rotational transitions: 212←111 (101←000) transition for
ortho ~para! H2D1, and 111←000 (212←101) transition for
ortho ~para! D2H1. Although these measurements are p
formed to optimize the expansion conditions for a particu
isotopomeric ion, they also contain interesting informati
about low temperature ion–molecular chemistry in the d
charge source, as described below.

Since H2 dominates in the slit discharge source, t
chain of ion–molecule reactions starts with molecular hyd
gen ionization to form H2

1, which rapidly reacts with mo-
lecular hydrogen to form H3

1, reaction~1!. This is then fol-
lowed by subsequent reaction of H3

1 ions with D2 to
produce H2D1 and D2H1:

H3
11D2→D2H11H2, ~8a!

→H2D11HD. ~8b!

These ion concentrations then evolve by a series of react
with H2 and D2 molecules, the previously measured rate d
for which are summarized in Table III. Most generally state
the overall scheme can be written in terms of eight forwa
backward reactions representing each of the four ions~H3

1,
H2D1, D2H1, D3

1! reacting with each of the two reagen
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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(H2 ,D2), where each of the forward/backward reaction pa
is rigorously constrained by detailed balance. However,
full set of reactions is more general than necessary for
case, since HD concentrations are extremely small in
discharge, limited primarily by natural isotope abundan
and/or ion–molecular formation rates in the discharge. T
translates into 3 to 4 orders of magnitude lower@HD# than
@H2# or @D2# and therefore reactions consuming HD as
agent can be safely neglected. Thus the set of eight rele
reaction pairs can be conveniently organized intonon-HD
producingreactions,

H3
11D2↔D2H11H2, ~i!

H2D11D2↔D3
11H2, ~vii !

andHD producingreactions,

H3
11D2↔H2D11HD, ~ii !

D2H11H2↔H2D11HD, ~iii !

D2H11D2↔D3
11HD, ~iv!

H2D11H2↔H3
11HD, ~v!

H2D11D2↔D2H11HD, ~vi!

D3
11H2↔D2H11HD, ~viii !

where the numbering of equations is consistent with the
constant labels in Table III.@Note that two additional rate
processes are in included in Table III to consider reve
reaction pathways for~i! and ~vii !.# Consequently, we nee
only two pairs of forward/reverse rate constants from the fi
set (k1 ,k21 ,k7 ,k27) and the six forward rate constants fro
the second set (k2 ,k3 ,k4 ,k5 ,k6 ,k8) to describe the kinetics
completely, where any pair of reaction rate constants is n
essarily constrained by detailed balance considerations.

Given the long-range nature of the proton transfer kin
ics, these reactions proceed at close to Langevin rates
therefore quickly permit the ion concentrations to rea
steady state levels. For example, an ion–molecule reac
with k'1029– 10210 cm3 s21 has a 1/e time of '30–300 ns
for typical reagent H2 concentrations in the slit jet expansio
('331016 cm23). As the H2D1 and D2H1 ions are probed
by the IR laser multipass about 5 mm~i.e., '5 ms! down-
stream from the valve orifice, the ions have undergone'10–
200 reaction cycles and thereby achievesteady statecondi-
tions prior to detection. ‘‘Ion catalyzed conversion’’ o
H2 /D2 into HD executes only one cycle per 1/e ion–
molecule lifetime, which therefore yields negligible build u
of product HD on the 5ms time scale, both with respect t
H2 /D2 as well as HD in natural abundance. Total H2D1 and
D2H1 ion concentrations as a function of relative D2 con-
centration are obtained from the experimentally measu
populations in Fig. 2 by summing over all quantum stat
based on a least-squares-fit Boltzmann temperature of 7~6!
K ~see Fig. 3!. The experimental populations for H2D1 and
D2H1 are shown in Fig. 8. These total ion concentratio
peak at about 12% and 18% fractional D2 concentration for
Downloaded 22 Apr 2002 to 128.40.5.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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H2D1 and D2H1 ions, respectively, with a maximum D2H1

concentration about 1.5 higher than the corresponding m
mum in H2D1 concentration.

As the simplest kinetic analysis of this data, we explo
a steady state model to investigate this dependence of
D2H1 and H2D1 concentrations on D2 mole fraction in the
discharge region. Reaction rates for each of the io
molecule reactions considered are obtained from the V
SIFT measurements of Gileset al.,46 which report rate coef-
ficients at temperatures of 80 K and 300 K~see Table III!.
These two temperature sets of rate constants are then us
solve for relative ion concentrations of D2H1 and H2D1 as a
function of D2 /H2 mole fraction, setting time derivatives o
all ion species to zero. The theoretical steady state results
300 K are shown in Fig. 8 and clearly predict that maximu
H2D1 and D2H1 ion production requires muchhigher D2

concentrations than experimentally observed at 71 K. S
cifically, the predicted H2D1 and D2H1 concentrations at
300 K peak forXD2

'0.35 and 0.50, respectively, which is i
reasonable agreement with values observed in prev
‘‘high temperature’’ studies at 200 K and 150 K.23,25 Also
relevant is the significantdecreasein optimal D2 mole frac-
tions ~XD2

'0.17 and 0.33 for H2D1 and D2H1, respec-
tively! suggested from the low temperature rate constan46

obtained in VT–SIFT experiment at 80 K~omitted from Fig.
8 for clarity!. Indeed, such trends are in good qualitati
agreement with the current experimental data at even lo
temperatures@71~6! K#, which yield peak concentrations o
H2D1 and D2H1 at correspondingly lower D2 mole fractions
~XD2

'0.12 and 0.18!.
The differences between experimental data at 71~6! K

and model predictions at 80 K suggest an appreciable t
perature dependence to the rates. To appreciate why,
helpful to note that reactions only involve the H/D exchan
and therefore the enthalpy change is determined solely
zero-point energy differences between reactants and p
ucts. Incorporation of D atoms via fast proton exchange

FIG. 8. Total ortho/para H2D1 ~triangles! and D2H1 ~circles! ion concen-
trations as a function of relative D2 concentration. Kinetic simulations of ion
concentrations using a steady state model, Eq.~7!, with rate coefficients
summarized in Table III for 300 K~dashed lines! and 71 K~solid lines! are
shown.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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actions~i!–~ii !, ~iv!, and~vi!–~vii ! therefore reflect processe
exoergic by'100–240 cm21, as summarized in Table II
using zero-point energies for the isotopomer ions47 and H2,
HD, and D2 reagent.48 Though small, these exoergicities a
significant with respect tokBTrot'50 cm21 in the discharge
expansion, which by detailed balance preferentially shifts
system toward higher steady state concentrations of b
deuterated ion species at lower D2 mole fractions.

In order to briefly explore this temperature dependen
we offer a very simple attempt to model the experimen
data at 71~6! K based on the following:~1! all exothermic
ion–molecule reaction rates (k1 ,k2 ,k4 ,k6 ,k7) are assumed
to be temperature insensitive and maintained at the 8
values;~2! the reverse rate constantsk21 andk27 are deter-
mined from detailed balance considerations, which
strongly endothermic reactions (DH/kBT'4.7) yield negli-
gibly small values at these temperatures;~3! the rate constan
for reaction ~v! is taken ask552.0310210 cm3 s21 from
detailed calculations by Herbstet al.;49 and~4! rate constants
for the remaining two mildly endothermic reactions~k3 and
k8! are adjusted in a least-squares process to fit the ex
mental data. The best fits are reported as solid lines in Fig
with the inferred rate constants summarized in Table
Given the level of approximation involved in such a stea
state kinetic analysis, the agreement between experimen
simulation should be regarded as quite satisfactory.

Though such a steady state population analysis is ne
sarily approximate, the least-squares fits nevertheless pro
some information about low temperature ion–molecule re
tion rates. Based on assumptions described above, the
coefficients fork3 andk8 are estimated to be'5.7 and 2.9
310210 cm3 s21. It is worth noting that both these value
are approximately twofold lower than VT–SIFT experime
tal values,46 which would be consistent with temperatur
significantly higher than 80 K in VT–SIFT experiment. In
deed, this possibility was in fact suggested by Gileset al.,46

and provides further incentive for improved rate measu
ments in this temperature range for these important as
physical processes. In any event, estimates from the pre
work indicate that these rates could be substantially lo
than previously reported.46

As a final topic, we briefly address the kinetic origin
the experimentally observedortho versuspara ratios in the
H2D1 and D2H1 ions. This is closely related to the ver
interesting question ofsymmetry selection rulesin chemical
reactions, as investigated theoretically by Quack.50 Indeed,
the existence of such selection rules has been observed
perimentally only in a few cases, most recently by U
et al.51,52 for reaction~1! and reactive collisions of H3

1 with
H2 . In these previous experiments, ratios of ortho- and pa
H3

1 spectral lines were measured in normal and para2

discharges; the nonstatistical results clearly supported the
istence of a ‘‘spin memory’’ for this simplest of proton ex
change reactions. The slit discharge provides an opportu
to explore such spin selection rules in ion–molecule re
tions under much lower temperature conditions. As shown
Fig. 2, the combination of direct absorption measureme
and theoretical line strength predictions permitsabsolute
populations of selected ortho and para quantum state
Downloaded 22 Apr 2002 to 128.40.5.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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H2D1 and D2H1 in the slit jet to be determined. Based o
~1! the experimental ortho/para ratios for these lowest sta
and~2! a fitted Boltzmann rotational distribution at 71~6! K,
the population ratios summed over allortho:para states are
found to be 4.3~6!: 1 and for 2.1~3!:1 for H2D1 and D2H1,
respectively. It is worth noting that these ortho/para popu
tion ratios are obtained from several different rotation
states on the same vibrational transition, and thus should
insensitive to any error in the dipole moment surface.

The kinetic argument for rationalizingortho:para ratios
is most simply stated for D2H1. The only pathways tha
produce the D2H1 ion in the kinetic scheme developed
Sec. VI are from reactions~i!, ~vi!, or ~viii !. Furthermore, it
follows from the steady state ion–molecule reaction mo
discussed above that the total ion concentration consist
about 40% H3

1, 35% D2H1, 20% H2D1, and 5% D3
1 ion

under an optimumXD2
'0.20. Together with the reaction rat

coefficients listed in Table III, this suggests that the ma
pathways for total D2H1 ion production are~i!, proton trans-
fer between H3

1 and D2 ~69%! and ~vi!, H2D11D2

→D2H11HD ~22%!. In this discussion, it is important to
appreciate thatsteady staterather thanequilibrium condi-
tions are maintained. Thus any of the several removal p
cesses for D2H1 to yield ~possibly! nonequilibrium ortho/
para H2 or D2 products contribute negligibly to the overa
concentrations of then-H2 and n-D2 reagents. Considering
spin conservation rules,50 proton transfer can only yield
ortho-D2H1 from ortho-D2 , with an equivalent result for
para states. Consequently, the distribution of D2H1 states
from reaction~i! should simply reflect then-D2 reagent, i.e.,
in a 2:1ortho:para ratio.

Similarly, formation of D2H1 by reaction ~vi! H2D1

1D2→D2H11HD can proceed via two mechanisms:~1!
direct proton (H1) transfer or ~2! H/D exchange proces
between the ion and the neutral molecule. Since both p
ways involve exchange of a single proton or deuteron, p
duction of D2H1 ions via either process will again mirror th
2:1 ortho:para ratio of then-D2 reagent, by the same argu
ments presented above. Thus the dominant processes co
uting to formation of D2H1 ion predict a 2:1ortho:para, in
good agreement with the 2.1~3!:1 experimental value. How-
ever, this is nearly the same result anticipated for comp
spin thermalization of the D2H1 ions, which at 71~6! K
would be 2.03~2!:1. Thus, the present experiment cannot u
ambiguously distinguish between spin thermalization or s
conservation as the predominant mechanism, though
could be readily addressed in future studies either with n
thermal~e.g., pure ortho! samples of D2 reagent or at lower
rotational temperatures.

The 4.3~6!:1 ortho:para ratio for H2D1 proves more
challenging to interpret. This is complicated by lower rea
tion exothermicities for formation of the less deuterated io
which via detailed balance at these low experimental te
peratures can significantly influence populations of vario
product spin states. At the optimum D2 mole fraction (XD2

'0.10), the rate coefficients in Table III indicate two impo
tant channels for H2D1 production, namely'74% from re-
action~iii !, D2H11H2→H2D11HD, and'26% from reac-
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tion ~ii !, H3
11D2→H2D11HD. The former and dominan

production pathway for H2D1 can again proceed via tw
mechanisms, however, both the direct deuteron (D1) trans-
fer and H/D exchange process should yield the same
ortho:para ratio with n-H2 reagent. The second productio
channel for H2D1 ions is via H/D exchange of H3

1 with D2 .
This process is isomorphic to dissociation of H3

1→H2
1

1H, the spin selection rules for which have been previou
derived:50 ortho-H3

1 yields 100% ortho-H2
1, whereas para-

H3
1 yields 50% ortho-H2

1 and 50% para-H2
1. The H3

1 is
initially formed by H2

11H2 reactions, which forn-H2 ~i.e.,
3:1 ortho:para ratio! has been established by Uyet al.51 to
generate H3

1 in a 1:1ortho:para ratio. By spin conservation
with n-D2 reagent, one then also predicts anortho:pararatio
of 3:1 for H2D1, which is again comparable to but signifi
cantly smaller than the experimentally observed H2D1 or-
tho:para ratio of 4.3~6!. It is worth noting that since the
ground state of H2D1 is para, spin thermalization at an
finite temperature onlydecreasesthis ratio<3:1. For ex-
ample, one predicts 2.30~15!:1 for H2D1 equilibrated at
71~6! K.

Thus, the model predicts a maximum ortho/para ratio
H2D1 of 3:1, as opposed to the experimentally determin
value of 4.3~6!. This is likely due to differential exothermici
ties of ortho versus para reactions, which can become
creasingly important at these low temperatures. By the w
of example, consider reaction~iii !, H2D11H2→H2D1

1HD, i.e., the dominant~74%! reaction channel for produc
ing H2D1. Since the lowest ortho (J51) and para (J50)
states in H2 differ by 118 cm21, while the lowest ortho (111)
and para (000) levels in H2D1 differ by only 60 cm21, the
endothermicity for producingo-H2D1 (111) is 58 cm21

smaller than forp-H2D1 (000). This can lead to extreme
enhancement of H2D1 ion in ortho (111) state at tempera
tures corresponding tokBT'50 cm21. Detailed energetics
for the higher states can be worked out with qualitativ
similar results predicting preferential formation of ortho ve
sus para H2D1. This may be of some relevance to the rece
interstellar observation of ortho H2D1 (110→111) transitions
via submillimeter emission methods.22 In any event, the dra-
matic role of detailed energetics on the reaction rate coe
cients has been clearly demonstrated by Gerlich,53 who has
measured rate coefficients at 10 K almost 2 orders of m
nitude larger for H2D11H2→H3

11HD usingn-H2 versus
p-H2 .

VII. CONCLUSIONS

High-resolution overtone~2n2 and 2n3! and combina-
tion band (n21n3) spectra have been measured for j
cooled D2H1 and H2D1 molecular ions in a slit supersoni
discharge. Variational calculations have been performed
ing state-of-the-art relativisically corrected potent
surfaces39 for H3

1 ~and isotopomers! modified to accurately
account for non-Born–Oppenheimer effects30 due to finite
coupling between nuclear and electronic motions. These
principles predictions for rovibrational term values in D2H1

and H2D1 permit detailed comparison with high-resolutio
experiment. The combination of these two data sets has
Downloaded 22 Apr 2002 to 128.40.5.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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cilitated an accurate test of non-Born–Oppenheimer dyn
ics, which reveals remarkably good agreement with exp
ment. In all transitions observed, predictions at a nea
spectroscopic level of accuracy are achieved, with system
deviations as a function of vibration and isotopomer asy
metry providing directions for further refinement of no
Born–Oppenheimer models. Spectroscopic analysis of th
data also elucidate the important role of Coriolis coup
rovibrational state mixing in both H2D1 and D2H1, which
has been identified and results in a zero order rotational
signment of the high-resolution spectra. The concentrati
of H2D1 and D2H1 ions in the slit jet discharge expansio
have been investigated as a function of D2 /H2 ratio in the
stagnation region, and which can be quite successfully
scribed by simple steady state kinetic analysis. Fina
steady stateortho:para ratios in the H2D1 and D2H1 mo-
lecular ions have been investigated, which are consis
with statistical models for spin conservation in chemical
actions, but also clearly reveal the significant influence
these low temperatures of ortho/para dependent state-to-
energetics.
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